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EOS
Professional
pilot
program

#English language courses

–tailor made selection

of multiple options and integrated aviation English through
MSOF

# PPL –CPL-FROZEN ATPL –MULTI IR –MCC JOC
(Optional ICAO ATPL conversion course)

# AIRBUS A320 SIMULATOR TYPE RATING
#500 HOURS LINE FLYING ON AIRBUS A320
ONLINE OPERATION
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+English language

courses
ESE Malta

The Maltese Islands have become a center of

for Specific Purposes and International Team

English language studies in the

and Leadership development. The group's

Mediterranean. Thousands of students every

standards of excellence are endorsed by

year enroll in many of our English language
schools .

including EAQUALS, IALC, Quality

ESE is the most internationally accredited

English, BAC, British Council, English UK

independent language school in Malta.

and FELTOM.

The European School of English (Malta) is a
member of the Claret Group which also
comprises the Executive Training Institute
(Malta) and York Associates (UK). All three
institutions are leaders in their respective
areas and collectively offer a full spectrum of
training solutions ranging from General
English to higher-end in-company and
institution-based corporate courses, English
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internationally-recognised accrediting bodies

ESE is committed to achieving this by
continuously enhancing the standards of our
services through ongoing innovations
and development of our teaching methods,
leisure and accommodation services. We are
dedicated to helping our students fulfil their
personal, academic and professional goals
whilst ensuring they enjoy their study travel
experience with ESE.
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Malta School of Flying

(EASA)

(Professional Aviation
Training Academy Malta)

PPL
CPL-IR-MULTI
FROZEN ATPL
MCC

Phase 1-PRIVATE PILOT LICENCE
Ground School Class 100 hours

033

Flight Planning & Monitoring

Malta CAD, Nine theory exams

040

Human Performance & Limitations

Nine mock-tests and Two pre-solo tests

050

Meteorology

Radio Telephony practical training 10 hrs

061

General Navigation

Radio Telephony practical exam

062

Radio Navigation

Flying Training: 25 hrs dual instruction P92JS, 20 hrs solo P92JS)

070

Operational Procedures

Flight Medical test (Class I) exam fee

081 + 082 Principles of Flight (Airplane + Helicopter)

Course equipment (pack 2)

091 + 092 VFR + IFR Communications

Phase 3: Commercial Pilots Licence (CPL),
Multi Engine Piston class rating (MEP),
Instrument rating (IR)

Language proficiency test
License issue fee

MEP training (7 hrs class, 6 hrs P2006T)

Three hours flying exam

Phase 2- Night rating, hour building and Airline

CPL training (20 hrs C172, 5 hrs P2006T)
CPL & MEP exam fee

Transport Pilots License (ATPL)
Night qualification training C172 ( 5 hours flying + briefings)

Aircraft hire for CPL & MEP exam
IR training (30 hrs FNPTII, 15 hrs P2006T)

Night endorsement by the CAD-TM

IR exam fee

ATPL distance learning program and exams

Aircraft hire for IR exam

010

Air Law

021

Airframe,
Plant

022

Instrumentation

031

Mass & Balance

032 + 034

Performance (Airplane + Helicopter)

Systems,

Electrics,

Power

CAD License issue

Phase 4 MCC COURSE (simulator multi crew
co operation course)
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+EASA Airbus A320
simulator
Stella aviation

type rating

-Avion Group (Malta)

On completion of your Professional pilot course we will offer a
very comprehensive Airbus A320 course conducted by
experienced TRI/TRE’s in a full flight level D simulator located
minutes away from the Mata School of Flying.
#-1 day jet transition theoretical knowledge training
#-5 day CBT system study
#-2 day performance knowledge training
#-9 VPT (Visual procedure trainer) session
#-1 day theoretical knowledge ground school examination
#-3 jet transition full flight simulator sessions
#-8 full flight simulator sessions
#-1 full flight simulator skill test/check
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Entry
Requirments
The minimum requirments for
starting the A320 type rating
course is
# 70 hours as PIC
#Valid ME-IR
#Valid CPL(Frozen ATPL)
#Valid Class 1 medical certificate
#MCC certificate
#English level 4 ICAO
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Airbus A320
Line training and 500 flight hours.

A320 FLYING EXPERIENCE
To compliment and finalize your training you will join one of our affiliate Airlines that will train you and
hand you 500 hours of line flying experience,
This last step will give you the cutting edge advantage to get a job in most airlines as a first officer.
This comprehensive course is catered and can be self tailored to all students around the world english and
non english speaking.

Safe flying!

Captain Eric Abela (CEO EOS)
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WHY MALTA?

WEATHER
300 days of sunshine through the year. International Airport with a dedicated runway
and apron for flying schools and general aviation. Mild temperatures from an average
of 10 C to 29 C , fewer other places offer this mild climate ideal for flying.

PEOPLE AND GOVERNMENT
Malta is a very welcoming nation with the government having diplomatic
relationships with most countries .Visas are done through the normal EU legal
channels and issued within less than 14 days.
All religions are welcome and enjoy freedom of practice and speech.

SEE AND SAND
As summer approaches, the Maltese islands become a tourist hotspot with many
activities and beaches catered for millions.
Surfing, diving and fishing with other sporting activities ,amongst others. Our seas are
some of the cleanest in the world.

THE MALTESE ECONOMY
Malta has turned it’s finances into Europe’s fastest growing economy. With 26 Airlines
registered ,the likes of Vista jet ,the biggest European business jet company with 50
aircrafts and 50 more on order besides the national airline Air Malta and many others.
Jobless figures are also some of the lowest in the world. Malta has also pioneered a
unique scheme where non European residents can apply for a European passport
through a Government investment scheme .
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MALTA

(Presidency of the Council of the European Union 2016-2017)

VALLETTA (EUROPEAN CULTURAL CAPITAL 2018)

